
Notes 2/6/2018 

 MVP of 1st run through: Emma Smith!!! Thank you for always being in character!  

 MVP of 2nd run: Brooke Pacifico, Nina Koos and Jenna Scheuerlein!!! You all make these dance numbers really sparkle. 

Thank you for all of your hard work!  

 Tech: take down working lights for ALL cues in the show. This needs to be done right when you get to the theatre please. 

Thank you!  

 CAST: Move the set! Just move it. Get it on and off quietly. Big strides not tiny steps.  

 Cast: The dialogue needs to move.  

 Cast: Act and react all the times you are on stage. Think what is the audience seeing? If it is not your character and not 

your absolute best, make it better! Fix it! LOVE IT, LIVE IT!!!  

 Principal: you are a star! 

 Taylor: take bigger breaths and keep that breath support  

 Hero: PLEASE READ !!!!!!!!!  Even though you are given extra music now in the intro, you still do all of the same choreo 

combinations in the intro (tumble, kicks, flips, leaps)- For the extra music please add Jav tumbling and Nina and Jenna at 

the end of the intro and then go into the oos.  

 Hero: was awesome. On “jumps” Think up not forward. Keep tummy and butt tight!!!  

 Hero boys: We need to channel our inner models! Be the stud muffins!  

 Fence movers: Exit out the apron if the backdrop is coming down or is down. ENTER RIGHT AWAY!  

 Sarah: Please go between Trevor M. and Kegan on bridge in I’m free.  

 Nikki: I know you had the lead last year but your star is just shining so much brighter in this role than you ever had 

shined before. I’m so proud of you. Thank you for growing so much.  

 Rachel and Audrey: Make room for Brooke in the front please.  

 Ren and Willard: Can’t do it scene… these lines must mooooooove faster please don’t milk it. Know it, perform it. Wait 

for laughter and applause but act while doing it.  

 Jack: You are awesome. I’m happy you are in theatre. Thank you for always lifting the heavy things!  

 Anson and Cristiana: You both really stand out as ensemble members. good job!  

 Nikki: Wait for applause of Mama says to come in and say your line. It is really important that the audience hears what 

you say.  

 Willard: You are outstanding, don’t get lost in Willard that is slows the show down.  

 Ren and Ariel- good job on the bridge.  

 Alexia- you are cute!  

 Kayla- Thank you for reacting in the town council!!! 

 Ren: You MUST KNOW YOUR LINES. You are really slowing down the show when you do half improv and half memorized. 

I know it is a lot, but you need to try!  

 Cast: ENERGY ALL THE TIME. Hydrate and fuel your bodies! You are going to do great.  

 

LOVE THIS AND LIVE THIS!  
 

 

 

 


